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ELLIPTIC GAUSS SUMS AND SCHOOF’S ALGORITHM
CHRISTIAN J. BERGHOFF
Abstract. We present a new approach to handling the case of Atkin primes in Schoof’s
algorithm for counting points on elliptic curves over finite fields. Our approach is based on
the theory of polynomially cyclic algebras developed in [MV10], which we recall as far as
necessary, and was elaborated in [Ber13]. We then proceed to describe our method, which
essentially relies on transferring costly computations in extensions of Fp to isomorphic ones
endowed with a special structure allowing to reduce run-time. We analyse the new run-
time and conclude this procedure yields some improvement as compared to the classical
approaches.
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1. Introduction
In this document we consider a new approach for a building block of Schoof’s algorithm,
which computes the number of rational points of an elliptic curve E over a finite field Fp.
In order to do so, we first recall some details on so-called polynomially cyclic algebras that
were defined in [MV10] before proceeding to present our new method in section 3. A large
proportion of the new content presented in this section stems from the master’s thesis [Ber13]
following first considerations to this end effected in [MV10]. Whereas former improvements in
run-time for Schoof’s algorithm essentially result from reducing the degree of the extensions
of Fp in which computations are performed, our overall strategy is to transfer calculations
to an isomorphic extension the structure of which allows to make the step dominating the
run-time much more efficient.
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2 Christian J. Berghoff
Within this work we will only consider primes p ą 3 and thus assume that the curve in
question is given in the Weierstraß form
E : Y 2 “ X3 ` aX ` b “ fpXq,
where a, b P Fp. We will always identify E with its set of points EpFpq. For the following well-
known statements cf. [Sil09, Was08]. We assume that the elliptic curve is neither singular nor
supersingular. It is a standard fact that E is an abelian group with respect to point addition.
Its neutral element, the point at infinity, will be denoted O. For a prime ` ‰ p, the `-torsion
subgroup Er`s has the shape
Er`s – Z{`Zˆ Z{`Z.
Using the addition formulae for k P N one can derive polynomials Gk, Hk P FprXs such that
(1.1) kpX,Y q “ pGkpXq, Y HkpXqq.
In the endomorphism ring of E the Frobenius homomorphism
φp : pX,Y q ÞÑ pϕppXq, ϕppY qq “ pXp, Y pq
satisfies the quadratic equation
(1.2) 0 “ χpφpq “ φ2p ´ tφp ` p,
where |t| ď 2?p by the Hasse bound. By restriction φp acts as a linear map on Er`s. The
number of points on E over Fp is given by #EpFpq “ p ` 1 ´ t and is thus immediate from
the value of t.
The idea of Schoof’s algorithm now consists in computing the value of t mod ` for sufficiently
many small primes ` by considering χpφpq mod ` and in afterwards combining the results by
means of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. In the original version this requires computations
in extensions of degree Op`2q.
However, a lot of work has been put into elaborating improvements. Let ∆ “ t2 ´ 4p denote
the discriminant of equation (1.2). Then we distinguish the following cases:
(1) If
`∆
`
˘ “ 1, then ` is called an Elkies prime. In this case, the characteristic equation
factors as χpφpq “ pφp ´ λqpφp ´ µq mod `, so when acting on Er`s the map φp has
two eigenvalues λ, µ P F˚` with corresponding eigenpoints P,Q. Since λµ “ p and
λ ` µ “ t, it obviously suffices to determine one of them. So we have to solve the
discrete logarithm problem
λP “ φppP q “ pP px , P py q,
which only requires working in extensions of degree Op`q.
(2) If
`∆
`
˘ “ ´1, then ` is called an Atkin prime. In this case the eigenvalues of φp are in
F`2zF` and there is no eigenpoint P P Er`s. There is a generic method for computing
the value of t mod ` for Atkin primes, which is of equal run-time as the one available
for Elkies primes. However, it does not yield the exact value of t mod ` but only a
set of candidates and is thus only efficient provided the cardinality of this set is small.
2. Polynomially cyclic algebras
In this section we recall facts on polynomially cyclic algebras, which were first described in
[MV10]. This general framework will be used in the next section in order to elaborate a new
approach to the Atkin case in Schoof’s algorithm.
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Definition 2.1. [MV10, p. 6] Let K be a finite field and fpXq P KrXs a polynomial with
degpfq “ n. Then we call the K-algebra A “ KrXs{pfpXqq a polynomially cyclic algebra
with cyclicity polynomial CpXq P KrXs and we call fpXq a cyclic polynomial if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(1) fpCpXqq ” 0 mod fpXq,
(2) CpnqpXq ´X ” 0 mod fpXq and gcdpCpmqpXq ´X, fpXqq “ 1 for m ă n.
Here CpmqpXq “ C ˝ C ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Cloooooomoooooon
m times
pXq.
Remark 2.2. (1) Every irreducible polynomial f P KrXs is cyclic as well. Its cyclicity
polynomial is CpXq “ Xq, where K “ Fq.
(2) If a polynomial fpXq P KrXs is cyclic with cyclicity polynomial CpXq, the same holds
true in all extensions L of K.
The following theorem provides several ways to describe cyclic polynomials.
Theorem 2.3. [MV10, p. 6] The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) f is cyclic.
(2) There exists a polynomial CpXq P KrXs which cyclically permutes the roots of f , i. e.,
for every root α P K of f the equality fpCpαqq “ 0 holds and the elements Cpiqpαq,
i “ 1, . . . , n, are pairwise distinct.
(3) In the factorisation f “śdk“1 hk over KrXs all factors hk have the same degree and
are pairwise distinct.
Next we describe some of the properties of polynomially cyclic algebras.
Theorem 2.4. [MV10, p. 9] Let A “ KrXs{pfpXqq, degpfpXqq “ n, be a polynomially
cyclic algebra with cyclicity polynomial CpXq, let α :“ X mod fpXq. Then the following
statements hold:
(1) The cyclicity polynomial CpXq induces an automorphism ν of K-algebras of order n
in virtue of
ν : AÑ A, α ÞÑ Cpαq.
We write GalpA{Kq :“ xνy, so GalpA{Kq is the automorphism group of A, gener-
ated by ν, which we also call the galois group of A{K.
(2) We have AGalpA{Kq “ Fixpνq “ K, so νpxq “ xñ x P K holds.
Theorem 2.5. [MV10, p. 11] Let A “ KrXs{pfpXqq be a polynomially cyclic algebra. Then
the following statements hold:
(1) Let K˜{K be a field extension. Then A˜ :“ AbK K˜ is a polynomially cyclic K˜-algebra
and there is a canonical isomorphism GalpA˜{K˜q – GalpA{Kq.
(2) Let H Ă GalpA{Kq be a subgroup. Then the subalgebra of all elements invariant under
H,
AH :“ ta P A : hpaq “ a @h P Hu,
is polynomially cyclic. Conversely, if B Ă A is a polynomially cyclic algebra there
exists H Ă GalpA{Kq such that B “ AH .
The dimension of AH equals the index rGalpA{Kq : Hs. In addition, there is a canon-
ical isomorphism GalpAH{Kq – GalpA{Kq{H.
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Starting from our definitions and using the properties of polynomially cyclic algebras we
have mentioned we now proceed to define Lagrange resolvents in these. Again, we closely
follow [MV10, p. 12]. Let A “ KrXs{pfpXqq, degpfpXqq “ n, again be a polynomially cyclic
algebra with GalpA{Kq “ xνy. Let ρn P K be a primitive n-th root of unity with minimal
polynomial KnpXq P KrXs. We now define
Aρn “ ArT s{pKnpT qq.
Since Aρn “ AbKKrρns holds, theorem 2.5 implies Aρn is a polynomially cyclic algebra over
Krρns and using the canonical isomorphism we can identify the groups GalpAρn{Krρnsq and
GalpA{Kq. Now let χ : GalpA{Kq Ñ Krρns be a multiplicative character. For α P A we
define the Lagrange resolvent pχ, αq as
pχ, αq “
ÿ
σPGalpA{Kq
χpσqσpαq “
nÿ
i“1
χpνiqνipαq “
nÿ
i“1
χpνqiνipαq P Aρn .
The following theorem establishes some properties of the Lagrange resolvent.
Theorem 2.6. [MV10, pp. 12-13] Let χ, χ1 : GalpA{Kq Ñ Krρns be two characters. Then
the following statements hold:
(1) For σ P GalpA{Kq we obtain
σpχ, αq “ χ´1pσqpχ, αq.
(2) If r “ ordpχq, then
pχ, αqr P Krρns.
(3) Likewise, we obtain
pχ, αq ¨ pχ1, αq
pχ ¨ χ1, αq P Krρns, provided pχ ¨ χ
1, αq P A˚ holds.
(4) For K “ Fq and ϕq P GalpA{Kq, x ÞÑ xq we have
pχ, αqq “ χ´qpϕqqpχq, αq.
The Lagrange resolvents can now be used to solve the following general problem, which we
will afterwards consider in a special case:
Let Ai “ KrXs{pfipXqq, degpfipXqq “ n, with cyclicity polynomials CipXq, i “ 1, 2, be two
isomorphic polynomially cyclic algebras. Denoting by νi the automorphism induced by CipXq
and setting Gi :“ GalpAi{Kq “ xνiy as well as αi :“ X mod fipXq, we wish to determine,
more precisely, an isomorphism
(2.1) ϕ : A1 Ñ A2, α1 ÞÑ
nÿ
i“1
aiν
i
2pα2q with ai P K
such that ϕ ˝ ν1 “ ν2 ˝ ϕ holds.
Remark 2.7. We can only obtain an isomorphism in this shape if α2 forms a normal basis
of A2 together with its conjugates. It turns out, however, that for the practical application
we consider this seems to be always the case, which yields the existence of isomorphism (3.2)
below.
In order to determine isomorphism (2.1) we can avail ourselves of the following statement:
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Theorem 2.8. [MV10, p. 14] Let, as just mentioned, Ai be isomorphic polynomially cyclic
K-algebras and ϕ be the isomorphism ϕ : A1Ñ˜A2. Let further ρn P K be a primitive n-th
root of unity and Ai,ρn be defined as above. Let χi : Gi Ñ xρny, i “ 1, 2, be characters with
χ1pν1q “ χ2pν2q. Then there exists βpχ2q P Krρns, such that
ϕppχ1, α1qq “ pχ2, α2q ¨ βpχ2q.
More precisely,
βpχ2q “
nÿ
i“1
aiχ
´1
2 pνi2q
holds.
By means of this theorem the coefficients ai in (2.1) can be determined in the following
way [MV10, p. 14]:
For j “ 1, . . . , n let χ2,j be a character with χ2,jpν2q “ ρjn and assume the value βpχ2,jq is
known. This implies
βpχ2,jq “
nÿ
i“1
aiχ
´1
2,j pνi2q “
nÿ
i“1
aiρ
´ij
n , j “ 1, . . . , n.
Hence,
M ¨ ~a “ ~β,
where M “ pρ´jin qnj,i“1, ~a “ paiqni“1 and ~β “ pβpχ2,jqqnj“1. One thus obtains a linear system of
equations for the coefficients ai, which can be used to determine them because of the following
Proposition 2.9. The matrix M is regular if gcdpn, charpKqq “ 1 holds. More precisely,
pdetpMqq2 “ p´1qn¨pn`1q{2`1 ¨ nn
holds.
Proof. It is obvious that the columns ofM may be rearranged to form a Vandermonde matrix
of the form M 1 “ pρijn qn´1i,j“0 where M 1ij “ pρinqj and detpM 1q2 “ detpMq2 holds. The general
formula for the determinant of Vandermonde matrices implies
detpM 1q “
ź
1ďiăjďn
pρjn ´ ρinq,
hence
p´1qn¨pn´1q{2 detpM 1q2 “
ź
1ďi‰jďn
pρjn ´ ρinq “
nź
j“1
nź
i“1
i‰j
pρjn ´ ρinq
“
nź
j“1
ρjn
nź
i“1
i‰j
p1´ ρi´jn q “
nź
j“1
ρjn
n´1ź
i“1
p1´ ρinq.
Since Xn ´ 1 “ pX ´ 1qpXn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `X ` 1q, Xn´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `X ` 1 “ śn´1i“1 pX ´ ρinq holds,
one obtains
śn´1
i“1 p1´ ρinq “ n. Hence,
p´1qn¨pn´1q{2 detpM 1q2 “
nź
j“1
pρjn ¨ nq “ nnρ
řn
j“1 j
n “ nnρn¨pn`1q{2n “ p´1qn`1 ¨ nn,
so detpM 1q2 “ p´1qn¨pn`1q{2`1 ¨ nn. 
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3. Application
We first recall the ray-polynomial from [MV10].
Definition 3.1. Let E be an elliptic curve over Fp, ` a prime and P a point in Er`s, P ‰ O.
Then the ray-polynomial corresponding to P is defined by
EP pXq “
p`´1q{2ź
a“1
pX ´ paP qxq P FprXs.
We remark that the ray-polynomial depends only on the subspace of Er`s spanned by P .
It has the following properties:
Lemma 3.2. (1) EP pXq is a cyclic polynomial, whose cyclicity polynomial GcpXq can
be easily computed from the well-known division polynomials of E [MV10, p. 8].
(2) The field of definition of EP pXq is Fpr , where r is the degree of an irreducible factor
of the modular polynomial Φ`pX, jpEqq P FprXs (for a definition cf. [Cox89]). This
follows from [Sch95, Theorems 6.1, 6.2] and is shown in [MV10, p. 3]. In the Elkies
case, for an appropriate P the ray-polynomial coincides with the Elkies factor f`,λ
(cf. [Sch95, Mor95]) and r is thus 1.
Our overall strategy is the same as in Schoof’s algorithm. We wish to determine the value
t mod ` by considering the equation χpφpq mod `. Plugging in an `-torsion point P and
restricting to x-coordinates we obtain
(3.1) pφ2ppP q ` pP qx “ GtpϕppPxqq,
where Gt is as in equation (1.1). Setting A “ Fpr as in lemma 3.2 and B “ ArT s{pEP pT qq
all computations can be performed in B. Lemma 3.2 again implies that B is a polynomially
cyclic algebra. We denote by ν the generator of the galois group GalpB{Aq induced by the
cyclicity polynomial Gc. As in Schoof’s algorithm, calculating the action of φp dominates the
run-time. Since degpEP q “ p`´ 1q{2, the overall complexity comprises Opr` log pq operations
in Fp.
Using the results presented in section 2 we want to describe an approach allowing to decrease
the run-time. Our main idea, which was first sketched in [MV10] and worked out in detail
in [Ber13], is to construct a polynomially cyclic algebra C which is isomorphic to the algebra
B defined by means of EP and which allows for an efficient computation of the Frobenius
homomorphism. After that, we wish to solve the resulting discrete logarithm problem in
this algebra. Our approach is applicable for Atkin primes and contrasts with the various
improvements available for the Elkies case, which essentially rely on transferring computa-
tions into smaller extensions of Fp, a strategy which is impossible for Atkin primes. Obviously,
our approach requires that the isomorphism between the two algebras be explicitly computed.
3.1. The isomorphic algebra. We now proceed to define the algebra C.
Proposition 3.3. Let G “  b P F˚` : ` b`˘ “ 1(, ζ` P Fp be a primitive `-th root of unity
and KpUq “ śbPGpU ´ ζb` q. Then C “ ArU s{pKpUqq is a polynomially cyclic algebra with
GalpC{Aq “ xσ : ζ` ÞÑ ζc2` y, where xcy “ F˚` holds.
Proof. We first prove that KpUq indeed lies in ArU s. From [Sch95, Theorem 6.1, 6.2] we
deduce that φrp acts on Er`s as a scalar matrix p a 00 a q. Hence, φrp exhibits the double eigenvalue
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a. Denoting λ, µ the eigenvalues of φp this implies λr “ a “ µr. Since λµ “ p mod ` this
implies pr “ a2 mod ` and thus
´
pr
`
¯
“ 1. This means the Frobenius homomorphism
ϕpr : AÑ A, x ÞÑ xpr maps roots of KpUq to other roots of this polynomial, which thus lies
in ArU s.
Now let c be a generator of F˚`. Then obviously c2 generates G, which implies the polynomial
CpXq “ Xc2 permutes the roots of K. So K is cyclic. 
Lemma 3.4. Using the above notations B – C as algebras over A.
Proof. First, we know
degpKpUqq “ #pF˚`q2 “ `´ 12 “ degpEP pT qq.
Furthermore, according to the above considerations B as well as C are polynomially cyclic
algebras and hence the polynomials KpUq as well as EP pT q decompose into irreducible factors
of equal degree. It now remains to show that the degree of the factors in the factorisation of
the two polynomials coincides, which implies that the factors occurring in the decomposition
of B and C into a product of fields are isomorphic. This follows since we work over Fp and
it is thus sufficient to show that these fields have the same degree over Fp. Since A “ Fpr ,
rA : Fps “ r holds and thus for L Ą A we have
rL : As “ mintm : ϕrmp pzq “ z @z P Lu.
We first consider B. As mentioned in proposition 3.3 there is a P F˚` such that φrppP q “ aP
for all P P Er`s. Now let L1 be a factor of B. Writing θ :“ T ` pEP pT qq, we obtain
rL1 : As “ mintm : ϕrmp pzq “ z @z P L1u “ mintm : ϕrmp pθq “ θu
“ mintm : pamP qx “ θu “ mintm : amP “ ˘P u
“ ordSpaq,
where S “ F˚`{t˘1u.
Now let L2 be a factor of C. Anew we use the fact that a2 ” pr mod ` and hence pr P G
holds. It follows
rL2 : As “ mintm : ϕrmp pzq “ z @z P L2u “ mintm : ϕrmp pζ`q “ ζ`u
“ mintm : ζprm` “ ζ`u “ mintm : prm ” 1 mod `u
“ ordGpprq.
As the groups S and G are isomorphic by virtue of c ÞÑ c2, we glean
rL1 : As “ ordSpaq “ ordGpa2q “ ordGpprq “ rL2 : As.

So there exists an isomorphism
(3.2) α : BÑ C, θ ÞÑ
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biζ
c2i
` with bi P A.
Furthermore, we require α ˝ ν “ σ ˝ α. The isomorphism should thus commute with the
automorphism of both algebras such that the prerequisites of theorem 2.8 are satisfied.
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Remark 3.5. As already stated in remark 2.7 we only obtain an isomorphism of shape (3.2)
if ζc2i` , i “ 1, . . . , `´12 , form a basis of the algebra C. This can easily be checked during actual
computations and has in practice always been the case.
3.2. Construction of the isomorphism. In order to determine the coefficients of the iso-
morphism (3.2) we follow the explanations after theorem 2.8.
Let ρ be an p`´ 1q{2-th root of unity, q | p`´ 1q{2, ρq “ ρp`´1q{p2qq and
(3.3) χq : GalpB{Aq Ñ Arρqs, ν ÞÑ ρq
a character of order q. We identify χq with the character
χq,2 : GalpC{Aq Ñ Arρqs, σ ÞÑ ρq.
Then the following holds:
Lemma 3.6. Let
b
pqq
i “
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
k“1
bkq`i, 1 ď i ď q, and θpqq “
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
j“1
νjqpθq and ζpqq` “
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
j“1
σjqpζ`q.
Let further
τepχqq “
qÿ
a“1
ρaqν
apθpqqq and τpχqq “
qÿ
j“1
ρjqσ
jpζpqq` q as well as βpχqq “
qÿ
i“1
ρ´iq b
pqq
i .
Then
αpτepχqqq “ βpχqq ¨ τpχqq.
Proof. Using the isomorphism α and the property α ˝ ν “ σ ˝ α we compute
αppχq, θqq “
p`´1q{2ÿ
a“1
ρaqαpνapθqq “
p`´1q{2ÿ
a“1
ρaqσ
a
¨˝
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biζ
c2i
`
‚˛
“
p`´1q{2ÿ
a“1
ρaq
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biσ
apζc2i` q “
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biρ
´i
q
p`´1q{2ÿ
a“1
ρa`iq σa`ipζ`q
“
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biρ
´i
q
p`´1q{2ÿ
j“1
ρjqσ
jpζ`q “
qÿ
i“1
ρ´iq
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
k“1
bkq`i
p`´1q{2ÿ
j“1
ρjqσ
jpζ`q
“ βpχqq ¨ pχq, ζ`q.
Using the above definitions we first glean βpχqq “ řqi“1 ρ´iq bpqqi . Further, we obtain
pχq, θq “
p`´1q{2ÿ
a“1
ρaqν
apθq “
qÿ
a“1
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
j“1
ρjq`aq νjq`apθq “
qÿ
a“1
ρaqν
apθpqqq.
Similarly, we get pχq, ζ`q “ řqj“1 ρjqσjpζpqq` q.

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Remark 3.7. The quantities τpχqq are essentially the well-known cyclotomic Gauß sums. Since
they are formed in natural analogy to these, the values τepχqq were named elliptic Gauß sums
in [MV10].
We first concern ourselves with the computation of βpχqq. The fact that ordpχqq “ q holds
and theorem 2.6 imply that τpχqqq as well as τepχqqq lie in Arρqs. From the last lemma we
deduce
τepχqqq “ αpτepχqqqq “ αpτepχqqqq “ βpχqqq ¨ τpχqqq.
Hence, we obtain
(3.4) βpχqqq “ τepχqq
q
τpχqqq .
The cost for computing βpχqq, which lies in Arρqs by definition, thus consists in calculating
the q-th powers of the two Lagrange resolvents and in extracting a q-th root in Arρqs.
Having determined βpχqq for a character of order q, we can employ another one of the
properties from theorem 2.6 to compute βpχiqq, i “ 2, . . . , q. Namely, property 3 implies
ze,1 :“ τepχqq ¨ τepχqq
τepχ2qq P Arρqs and z1 :“
τpχqq2
τpχ2qq P Arρqs.
Likewise
ze,i :“ τepχ
i
qq ¨ τepχqq
τepχi`1q q P Arρqs and zi :“
τpχiqq ¨ τpχqq
τpχi`1q q P Arρqs
holds. This yields
(3.5)
βpχ2qq “
αpτepχ2qqq
τpχ2qq “
αpτepχqq2q
τpχqq2 ¨
z1
ze,1
“ βpχqq2 ¨ z1
ze,1
and βpχi`1q q “ βpχiqqβpχqq ¨ zize,i .
Hence, the values βpχiqq, i “ 2, . . . , q, can be determined without extracting a root again.
Now assume that for all maximal prime divisors q || p` ´ 1q{2 “: n the values βpχiqq q,
iq “ 1, . . . , q, have been determined and let χn be a character of order n, so χn “ śq||n χeqq .
Then we obtain
βpχnq “ αpτepχnqq
τpχnq “
α
´
τe
´ś
q||n χ
eq
q
¯¯
τ
´ś
q||n χ
eq
q
¯ .
Here,
α
¨˝
τe
¨˝ź
q||n
χeqq ‚˛˛‚“ź
q||n
αpτepχeqq qq ¨
α
´
τe
´ś
q||n χ
eq
q
¯¯
ś
q||n αpτepχeqq qq
“:
ź
q||n
αpτepχeqq qq ¨ ze,n
and in a similar vein τ
´ś
q||n χ
eq
q
¯
“śq||n τpχeqq q ¨ zn, where ze,n, zn P Arρs holds. Thus, we
derive the equation
(3.6) βpχnq “
ś
q||n αpτepχeqq qq ¨ ze,nś
q||n τpχeqq q ¨ zn
“ ze,n
zn
¨
ź
q||n
βpχeqq q.
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Choosing χq for all q || n as in (3.3) as a primitive character allows us to compute βpχq for
all characters χ : GalpB{Aq Ñ Arρs by evaluating this formula for eq “ 1, . . . , q.
Having computed these values, we find ourselves in the situation described by theorem 2.8
and are provided with a linear system of the form
(3.7) M ¨~b “ ~β,
where M “ pρ´jin qnj,i“1, ~b “ pbiqni“1 and ~β “ pβpχqq. Since gcdpn, pq “ 1, the matrix M is
regular according to proposition 2.9. Hence, we can finally determine the coefficients bi of the
isomorphism α.
3.2.1. Improvement. In order to avoid computing βpχq for all the characters χ of order
n “ `´12 , which produces major costs, in this section we present an alternative approach
for determining α.
First, using the definition of α we derive
αpθq “
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biσ
ipζ`q and αpνkpθqq “
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biσ
i`kpζ`q.
By means of these identities we calculate
αpθpqqq “α
¨˝
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
j“1
νjqpθq‚˛“ p`´1q{p2qqÿ
j“1
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biσ
i`jqpζ`q
“
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biσ
i
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
j“1
σjqpζ`qloooooooomoooooooon
ζ
pqq
`
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚“
qÿ
i“1
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
k“1
bkq`ilooooooomooooooon
b
pqq
i
σkq`ipζpqq` qlooooomooooon
“σipζpqq
`
q
“
qÿ
i“1
b
pqq
i σ
ipζpqq` q.
Hence, we require exactly the values bpqqi to specify the isomorphism
αq : Arθpqqs Ñ Arζpqq` s
arising by restriction of α to these sub-algebras.
To determine the bpqqi one has to compute the values βpχqq by extracting one q-th root as in
section 3.2. Subsequently, one directly proceeds to solve a linear system of equations instead
of determining βpχq for general characters of order n. Our new approach consists in comput-
ing the isomorphism αq for q || `´12 and in inductively constructing the isomorphism α from
these intermediate data.
Let q1, q2 | `´12 and pq1, q2q “ 1 and assume the isomorphisms αq1 , αq2 have been deter-
mined. We present a procedure to compute αq1q2 . First, set Bq :“ Arθpqqs,Cq :“ Arζpqq` s and
consider the following diagram:
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Bq1q2
q2
q1
Bq1
q1
Bq2
q2
A
Using the general theory from [MV10] we obtain GalpB{Bqq “ xνqy, where GalpB{Aq “ xνy
holds. The polynomial
M1pXq “
q2ź
i“1
X ´ νq1ipθpq1q2qq
vanishes at θpq1q2q, and since its roots are obviously permuted by νq1 it lies in Bq1rXs. Further,
M2pXq “
q2ź
i“1
X ´ νipθpq2qq
has θpq2q as a root. Considering the action of νq1 on the roots of M2pXq we observe
νjq1pνipθpq2qqq “ νjq1`ipθpq2qq “ νjpiqpθpq2qq,
where jpiq ” jq1 ` i mod q2, as νq2pθpq2qq “ θpq2q holds. Since pq1, q2q “ 1, one deduces
jq1 ı 0 mod q2 for j ă q2. Thus, νq1 permutes the roots of M2pXq, which thus lies in
Bq1rXs as well.
Since pq1, q2q “ 1 implies that the elements x P Bq1rXs{pM2pXqq are invariant exactly
under νq1q2 , using theorem 2.5 we conclude
(3.8) Bq1rXs{pM2pXqq – Bq1q2 – Bq1rXs{pM1pXqq.
As θpq1q2q “ X mod M1pXqBq1rXs and θpq2q “ X mod M2pXqBq1rXs holds, using iso-
morphism (3.8) we see there exists a polynomial W pXq P Bq1rXs with degpW pXqq ă q2 such
that W pθpq2qq “ θpq1q2q holds.
Since the isomorphism
αq2 : Bq2 Ñ Cq2 , θpq2q ÞÑ
q2´1ÿ
i“0
aiσ
ipζpq2q` q
is assumed to be known, we obtain
αq1q2pθpq1q2qq “ αpθpq1q2qq “ αpW pθpq2qqq “ αpW q
˜
q2´1ÿ
i“0
aiσ
ipζpq2q` q
¸
.
Since W pXq P Bq1rXs, the coefficients of W depend on θpq1q. Using the isomorphism αq1 ,
which is also assumed to be known, we can specify them in terms of ζ`. Finally, this yields
αq1q2pθpq1q2qq as a function of ζ`.
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The isomorphism
α : BÑ C, θ ÞÑ
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“0
aiζ
c2i
` .
in question is obtained by inductively repeating this procedure.
3.3. Determination of the trace. Now we wish to determine the trace t mod ` of the
Frobenius homomorphism using this isomorphism. Again we set θ :“ T ` pEP pT qq in the
algebra B, which we use to define P :“ pθ, γq, and ζ` :“ U ` pKpUqq in C. Instead of
computing ϕppθq we now calculate
(3.9) αpϕppθqq “ ϕppαpθqq “ ϕp
¨˝
p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
biζ
c2i
`
‚˛“ p`´1q{2ÿ
i“1
bpi ζ
pc2i
` .
Obviously, ζpc
2i
` “ ζk` , where k ” pc2i mod ` holds. Possibly, the power ζk` with k ă ` still
has to be reduced modulo KpUq. Hence, these values can be calculated with negligible cost
and the run-time of this step is dominated by the exponentiations of the bi, which lie in A,
though. The same applies to the computation of αpϕ2ppθqq. Using the polynomial Gt we can
now determine the right hand side of equation (3.1).
In order to determine the left hand side we recall that according to equation (1.1) in addition
to the polynomial Gp satisfying Gppθq “ ppP qx there exists another polynomial Hp satisfying
γ ¨Hppθq “ ppP qy.
Using the general formula for adding points on elliptic curves we can now proceed to the
determination of the left hand side of equation (3.1). Assuming that φ2ppP q ‰ ˘pP holds
(otherwise t can easily be computed) the formula yields
(3.10) pφ2ppP q ` pP qx “
˜
ϕ2ppγq ´ ppP qy
ϕ2ppθq ´ ppP qx
¸2
´ ϕ2ppθq ´ ppP qx.
Now
pϕ2ppγq ´ ppP qyq2 “ pγp2 ´ γ ¨Hppθqq2 “ γ2pγp2´1 ´Hppθqq2
“ fpθq
´
fpθqpp2´1q{2 ´Hppθq
¯2(3.11)
holds, so the numerator of the fraction and thus the value pφ2ppP q ` pP qx itself only depend
on θ.
Having determined the values ϕ2ppθq, ϕ2ppfpθqq using the special structure of C as well
as Gppθq, Hppθq, we only have to extract one root in (3.11) to obtain the left hand side
of equation (3.1). However, since this requires non-negligible cost, we slightly modify our
approach. Writing
Apθq “ ϕ2ppθq ´Gppθq, Cpθq “ ϕ2ppθq `Gppθq
and using equations (3.10) and (3.11), we obtain
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Gtpϕppθqq “ ϕ
2
ppfpθqq ´ 2fpθqpp2`1q{2Hppθq ` fpθqH2p pθq
A2pθq ´ Cpθq
ñ pGtpϕppθqq ` CpθqqA2pθq ´ ϕ2ppfpθqq ´ fpθqH2p pθqlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
Bpt,θq
“ ´2fpθqpp2`1q{2Hppθq
ñBpt, θq2 “ 4fpθqp2`1H2p pθq “ 4ϕ2ppfpθqqfpθqH2p pθq.(3.12)
Obviously, both sides of this equation can be computed without a root extraction and after
applying α to (3.12) we are left to find the value of t satisfying this equation.
Since we only consider x-coordinates, we will glean two solutions ˘t. In some cases [Dew98,
p. 1251] enables us to compute the correct sign of t.
4. Run-time
Our basic operations will be multiplications in Fp. We denote by Mpnq the cost for multi-
plying two polynomials of degree less than n and by Cpnq the one for computing gphq mod f ,
where f, g, h P FprXs are of degree less than n. Using fast arithmetic one can take (cf.
[vG03, MMS07])
Mpnq “ O˜pnq, Cpnq “ Opnpω`1q{2q,
if nˆ n-matrices over Fp can be multiplied in Opnωq operations.
4.1. Computation of βpχqq. First, we have to compute the elliptic Gauß sums. For a
character χq of order q we have to determine
τepχqq “
qÿ
a“1
ρaqν
apθpqqq “
qÿ
a“1
ρaqν
a
¨˝
p`´1q{p2qqÿ
j“1
νjqpθq‚˛.
We know that the action of ν on θ is encoded by the polynomial GcpXq, which can be derived
from the division polynomials, where c is a generator of F˚`. First, we wish to compute θpqq.
For this purpose, we need the polynomial Gcq encoding the action of νq, determining which
requires Oplog q Cp`qq operations in A. Subsequently, we proceed inductively by computing
1. U :“ θ `Gcqpθq, 2. U :“ U ` U ˝Gc2q “ θ `Gcqpθq `Gc2qpθq `Gc3qpθq, . . . .
The algorithm can be directly adopted from [MMS07, p. 5]. It requires logp `´12q q steps, each
of which has run-time OpCp`qq. Afterwards we can determine the value τepχqq in another q
steps of equal run-time. Finally, these calculations require Opq Cp`qq operations in A or
(4.1) Opq Cpr`qq
operations in Fp. The cost for computing the cyclotomic Gauß sums τpχqq is of the same
scale since these may be computed similarly.
Next, the q-th powers of the quantities τepχqq, τpχqq have to be computed, which corresponds
to log q multiplications in Arρq, θpqqs and thus
(4.2) OpMprq2q log qq
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operations. After that, we have to extract one q-th root, which according to [DS14] produces
(4.3) OpMpqqMprqq log p` q Cprqq ` CpqqMprqq log rqq
operations. The value βpχqq is now determined. Since q P Oppq, the cost from (4.2) is
dominated by the one from (4.3). Since βpχqq has to be calculated for all q || `´12 , we deduce
a total run-time of
(4.4)
ÿ
q|| `´12
(4.1)` (4.3)
for this step. Since `´12 has at most log ` different prime divisors, we bound the cost by
Oplog `pq Cpr`q `MpqqMprqq log p` q Cprqq ` CpqqMprqq log rqqq
“ O˜pq Cpr`q ` rq2 log pq,(4.5)
where now q “ maxitqi || `´12 u.
4.2. Computation of α. Using the approach from section 3.2.1 the cost for determining α
may be assessed as follows. First, we determine the isomorphisms αq. Once the value βpχqq
for q || `´12 is known, one is left to compute the values βpχjqq, j “ 2, . . . , q. This requires Opqq
multiplications in Arρq, θpqqs (cf. section 3.2). Subsequently, we have to solve a linear system
of dimension q over Arρqs, where the matrix to be inverted pertains to a discrete Fourier
transform, wherefore this step requires Opq log qq multiplications in Arρqs. Denoting by q the
maximal prime power dividing n we obtain the total cost
(4.6) O˜pqMprq2q ` q log qMprqqq “ O˜prq3q.
For the inductive computation of the isomorphism α from the various αq the polynomials
M1,M2,W have to be determined in each step. It should be possible to adopt the algorithm
from [MMS07, pp. 4-5] to achieve this, which yields the run-time
Opq1{22 Mpr`q ` qpω´1q{22 r`q,
where ω again denotes an admissible exponent for matrix multiplication, hence ω « 2.4 for
the asymptotically fastest algorithms [CW90]. Since ω ą 2, we bound the run-time by
(4.7) O˜pqpω´1q{22 r`q.
Now we dispose of a polynomial W “ řq2´1k“0 wkXk P Bq1rXs, such that W pθpq2qq “ θpq1q2q.
Since the terms one obtains when computing powers of αq2pθpq2qq “
řq2´1
i“0 aiσipζpq2q` q can in
general not directly be written in this form, we use the representation αq2pθpq2qq “
ř`´1
i“0 aiζi`,
which is easily obtained by expanding the ζpq2q` , from the start.
Since W has degree q2´ 1, powers have to be computed up to this exponent, which produces
Opq2 Mpr`qq operations. Afterwards, one is left to determine řq2´1k“0 wkαq2pθpq2qqk. The wk are
polynomials in powers of αq1pθpq1qq, which may be computed using Opq1 Mpr`qq operations by
the same reasoning. The final computation of the sum again requires Opq2 Mpr`qq operations.
Now αq1q2 is computed. This yields the additional run-time
(4.8) O˜ppq1 ` q2qr`q,
which dominates (4.7), since ω ď 3 holds, and is thus the cost for any one of the inductive
steps.
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Obviously, at most Oplog `q inductive steps have to be performed until α is determined.
Hence, the total run-time is equal to (4.8), where q1, q2 denote the maximal values occurring
in the process of the stepwise construction of α, i. e. the values from the last step when
q1q2 “ `´12 holds. In the best case q1, q2 can be chosen of order Op
?
`q resulting in a run-time
of Opr`3{2q operations, whereas the worst-case run-time Opr`2q is attained when the greatest
prime power divisor q || `´12 is of order Op`q.
4.3. Computation of t. Due to the special structure of C the computation of ϕp in this
algebra can be performed very fast. To be able to efficiently apply ϕp to any b “ ř`´1i“0 aiζi`
it suffices to precompute the action of ϕp on a basis of A. If a power basis t1, x, . . . xr´1u is
chosen, it suffices to compute ϕppxq in A, since ϕppxkq “ pϕppxqqk can be directly derived
therefrom. The cost for this precomputation thus amounts to OpMprq log pq operations. Sub-
sequently, the value ϕppaq “ řr´1j“0 cjϕppxqj for a “ řr´1j“0 cjxj P A can be calculated using
Opr2q multiplications in Fp. To determine ϕppbq this calculation has to performed ` times.
Hence, the values arising from the action of the Frobenius homomorphism can be computed
in run-time Opr2`q.
Finally, t has to be determined by testing possible values. This requires Op`Mpr`qq opera-
tions. The total run-time of this step is thus
(4.9) OpMprq log p` r2`` `Mpr`qq “ O˜pr log p` r`2q.
4.4. Total run-time. We now combine the run-time estimates from the preceding sections,
which yields
O˜pq Cpr`q ` rq2 log p` rq3 ` pq1 ` q2qr`` r log p` r`2q
“ O˜prq2 log p` q Cpr`q ` rq3 ` r`2q.(4.10)
We compare this to the run-time for the Elkies case, which amounts to O˜p` log pq operations,
whereas the corresponding computations in Schoof’s original algorithm required O˜p`2 log pq
operations. Since we expect the largest prime ` to be considered to be of size Oplog pq, the
original algorithm allows to handle Atkin primes ` P O˜p?log pq. We now consider the condi-
tions that arise if we require that our run-time not exceed O˜plog2 pq, i. e. the cost for Elkies
primes ` P Oplog pq.
This yields the following restrictions:
rq2 P O˜plog pq,
q Cpr`q P O˜plog2 pq, rq3 P O˜plog2 pq, r`2 P O˜plog2 pq.
The first condition implies the middle one in the second line. Assuming r to be small, one
obtains
q P O˜palog pq, q Cp`q P O˜plog2 pq,
so provided q is small enough one might use Atkin primes satisfying Cp`q P O˜pplog pq1.5q, i. e.,
` P O˜pplog pq0.89q when using the best known ω « 2.4. However, if r is small, one might as
well use the existing generic method for Atkin primes (cf. [Sch95, Mül95]), which is efficient
in this case.
Abandoning the assumption that r is small and thus assuming only r P Op`q, we observe that
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on the one hand q has to take smaller values and on the other hand Opq Cpr`qq becomes the
dominating term in the second line. In case q is small, the bound for ` amounts to
` P O˜pplog pq 2ω`1 q,
which leads to ` P O˜ `plog pq0.59˘ instead of ` P O˜ `plog pq0.5˘ from Schoof’s algorithm. We
conclude the method might allow to use slightly larger values for ` if the corresponding r
and q are not too large. For the time being, this gain remains theoretical, though, since the
method has not been implemented for large-scale computations.
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